
A Circle of Filk @Conflikt’2020 – Audience Sheet

Part I: Filk, Parodies and Space

1. Circle of Filk: Sing-a-long-a-sing-alalala (thoughout the song)

2. I Am Failing

1. I am failing, I am failing. Not again! on the stage.
I am failing, missing high notes. And I’ve messed up the “th”

2. I am lying, I am lying, when I’m singing: “I feel good.” 
But I’m smiling through my failures. And I’m acting as I should

3. I am shaking, I am shaking, I’m so nervous that it hurts. 
I have nightmares of performing, and I’m running out of —)

4. Can you hear it? Can’t you hear it? How I just forgot a verse? 
I am dying, forever trying while it all gets even worse

5. Can you hear it? Can’t you hear it? How I just repeat a verse? 
I am dying, forever trying while it all gets even worse.

6. We are failing, we are failing, Not again! All is wrong. 
But the people in the audience they still love and sing the song. 

3. Down, Down:  Down, down!

4. People

6. The Trader: Ly-la-ly!

Part II: Sagensang

8. Die Feder / The Feather

1. A black swan flys over the land. I did not recognize him at first. A black feather gently falls down in the night.

2. A black luce swims down the river. I forgot where he needs to go. Where he was, ice glitters. And all swirls become silent.

3. A black stag bounces through the woods which are freezing from ice and snow.And since my heart didn't talk to me, I forget 
myself and follow him quickly.

4. A black mirror on a field told me the end in a low voice. Since black is white, and white is red, the black feather is my death.

5. A black swan flys over the land. Did he burn your road, too? If you heart still knows your face, the black feather will not hit you.
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10. Das Schwert

Geboren zwischen Sternen. Geschmiedet bei den Feen. Bestimmt für Menschensagen die die Zeit übersteh’n.

The Sword (Translation)

1. A stone falls to earth, a deep cut in the land. For a long time there is a lake until it was found by a dwarf. Heavy raft, long ropes,
just because the ore sings in it. Out of the depths, until it drinks sunlight 

Ref.: Born between stars, forged by fairies, destined for human legends that last through the times.

2. In the glow of a thousand fires its blood melts and turns silvery-black and the people in the mountains celebrates. The deep 
mountain stores  treasures, every dwarf knows how valuable they are. But the stone from the stars is intended for the top.

3. A blacksmith was at the celebration, hears the song, sees the sword in the stone. For the price of a crown he finally gets the ore. 
Every day, thousands of nights, blow for blow, the blade grows. And it holds a thousand powers, as we later learned.

4. In the hands of a boy, who was found to be Prince. He draws the sword from the rock, and he is made king
In the hands of a king, well-known, it leads armies into the field. Through the blood of many battles its carrier became a hero

5. Moves to Rome, stays victorious. But his son forges intrigues at home.When the army returned home, a brother war breaks out. 
The king dies in the battle. This night, an ancient fairy carries the hero into the fog and throws the sword into the lake.

11. Die Burg: Ho! Ho! Ho! Ho! Ho! Ho! Ho! Ho!
Aus dem Kerker bis zu den Zinnen Stein auf Stein in den Himmel ragt. 
Außen Tod und Leben darinnen, dass der Feind an den Mauern verzagt

From the dungeon up to the tower rock and stone and up to sky
This is shelter, this is power Inside we live and outside you die
The Castle (Translation)

1. Twenty days we are in here, behind walls, people and animals. There is few bread, but a lot of hunger. But we never give up!

2. There is an army at the gates. Hundred horses, and many more men. Every hour we hear them scream. But they never get in!

3. Fire arrows glare in the night. Battering ram, balk is cracking. Tar and slurry upon them! And we hold them off.

4. Finally, a horn call from afar. It's our king, and he rides at the front! Our rescue comes blow for blow, and we celebrate!

12. Der Weg / The Road
All my dreams and all my demons, all my fears and all my glee. I follow the road and they come with me

All my dreams and all my demons, they are with me on my track. I follow the road and never come back.

Last chorus ends with: ... I follow the road and never look back.

1. I follow the road like a migrating bird. I was able to speak, now I can’t get a word
I’ve travelled for years through foreign lands, play a part in their stories that they can’t understand

2. I can’t see the Sun. His light here is weak. And he hides in the clouds in his private retreat
Likewise is my heart protected in me, so that no-one can hurt it, they will not find the key

3. I want to be good. But whatever I do: There’s a shadow around it like a curse on my shoes
But I see my way like a light on this road. I’d be lost in myself if it ever goes out

4. And I tell myself: You soon will arrive, be it my destination, be it dead or alive.
I almost can see it in my field of view. Only then I will find out if my journey was true
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